Microsurgical skills and experience have become increasingly important in different surgical procedures. A deep understanding of anatomy remains essential in all surgical fields. Despite this gaining experience in the field of surgical anatomy and particularly microsurgery appears challenging. This is due in part to a lack of high quality relevant simulation, the relative infrequency of microsurgical operations and the increasing complexity of different patients and their diseases.

There are several models described in the literature designed to simulate microsurgical experience, few are valid because they lack anatomical detail and approaches in a realistic set-up.\[[@ref1]\] More realistic models using animals can be associated with ethical problems which vary widely internationally.\[[@ref2]\] The fact remains that despite different training models being well described in the literature and apparently available for training purposes in the field of microsurgery, the training situation for residents can hardly described as satisfactory. This educational conflict increases stress experienced by hospital residents and can lower morale in relation to continued microsurgical practice. Therefore, the advantages of this model if available in all microsurgical departments offers several training possibilities.\[[@ref3]\]

Microsurgical training is a difficult process which demands a lot of time, patience, high levels of psychomotor skills and continuous practice.\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6]\] Although demanding, this is just one component in the complex system that constitutes surgical treatment. The arduous workload during the residency period means there is limited time to learn a basic set of microsurgery skills, anatomy, ethical and financial limitations.\[[@ref1][@ref5]\]

The model described by Altunrende and colleagues in this issue of "Journal of Neurosciences in Rural Practice" for residents in their second to fifth year of their training program contains microsurgical and anatomical aspects of training.\[[@ref3]\] More complex components, such as preparation of tissues, shrinking, suction and clipping techniques can be taught and practiced in an appropriate and realistic manner.\[[@ref2][@ref3][@ref7]\] There is still a need for realistic models for surgical, and especially microsurgical training, purposes. Complex operations in Neurosciences demand excellent surgical skills in microsurgery to optimise successful treatments for patients in this field. Microsurgery is an essential factor in many forms of modern surgery and should be offered to every trainee. The model described in this issue provides simple, but realistic training conditions.

The model described by Altunrende and colleagues can be further improved by perfusion of the tissues for a more realistic simulation of circulation, even in cadavers.\[[@ref8]\] Although this was not done here, this might be also an option for advanced training of residents after completion of the basic training using this model.\[[@ref8]\]

To do this several additional items of equipment are required in the set-up, but this is not prohibitively expensive. The described model is therefore an interesting and useful addition to the training program of residents eager to learn with the possibility of realistic training in the field of microsurgery.
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